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Stockholm Furniture Fair, Skandiform new 2018 collection
This year’s new products are designed with pleasant simplicity. We are proud to present
furniture that honour flexibility and easy changes – but also make room for people to
meet, to inspire and to be inspired.
NESTOR MODULAR SOFA
Design: Lars Hofsjö
Nestor is based on
seven simple parts that offer a thousand possibilities; from a simple bench to a winding
long sofa. Flexibility doesn’t have to be more complicated than this; neat, comfortable
and packed with possibilities!
”I wanted to make a stripped, neat module sofa to offer maximum flexibility. The seats
come in different lengths and the backrest is moveable. The legs come in only one model
and height that fits all units, to make changes easy. Nestor offers a neat look and great
comfort in one small package. I think it goes very well with the contemporary design and
high quality that is the hallmark of Skandiform.
Nestor is my very first work together with Skandiform and I think the result mirrors our
mutual cause: Contemporary functional quality. Not trendy or modern, but contemporary!
It’s a beautiful word.”
/Lars Hofsjö

SOFT TOP CHAIR
Design: Brad Ascalon
Guest or visitor,
that is the question. Soft Top is made with public spaces in mind and matches all requirements such as priceworthy flexibility, quality and sturdiness. But yet, the design has a
familiar touch that makes everyone feel right at home, even if they’re just visiting.
“Soft Top was conceived as a highly affordable, versatile guest/stacking chair. Our goal
was twofold -- First, to build a unique, but simple character into the design without losing
sight of the price point and other demands of the category. Second, to allow for the
design, in its many iterations, to fit into almost any environment. Soft Top was designed
to work in office and educational environments, waiting areas, private offices, hospitality
and residential equally with a subtle sense of warmth and whimsy more commonly found
in the home.”
/Brad Ascalon

TIMEOUT CHAIR
Design: Thomas Pedersen
As you know,
Timeout means taking a tactical break, also known as attending a meeting or conference.
The chair Timeout is perfect for the matter with its clean design that doesn’t distract the
eye, but even more because of the great comfort.
”When designing Timeout I was totally focused on the comfort. I tried to give the chair a
light and simple look, combined with the organic expression that is my natural habitat. In
my opinion that combination of total simplicity and great comfort is the very best. The result is a beautiful and all-round chair that suits most contexts.”
/Thomas Pedersen
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About Skandiform
Skandiform is one of Scandinavia’s leading suppliers of furniture for offices and public spaces. The
company’s headquarters are in Vinslöv in the south of Sweden, and it has showrooms in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Oslo. Skandiform was established in 1962. Today the company has 29
employees.
How we work
We work closely with our designers to continuously develop our existing furniture families and to
create new models that will meet the high expectations of our discerning customers. Our furniture
designs are as functional as they are stylish and robust. The uniqueness of our constructions is
often cited among the reasons for the many prizes and awards that our products receive.
It takes time, patience and craftsmanship to create and produce fine furniture. We’re never satisfied
until we have chosen exactly the right materials and exactly the right suppliers to satisfy our stringent criteria. We sketch, draft and draw, produce prototypes, test, modify and fine-tune every last
little detail before putting a design into production. And we always add the finishing touches ourselves to every item of furniture at our factory in Vinslöv, Sweden.
We are committed to work for long-term sustainable development. As far as possible we use “pure”
materials rather than composites, as this facilitates sorting at source and recycling.
To promote responsible forest stewardship and increase the proportion of FSC certified wood in our
products, we have chosen to become FSC certified. We are also certified in accordance with ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001.
We work to ensure that all that we do and all the decisions we make comply with ISO 26000, an
international standard that provides guidelines for social responsibility.
Find out more about Skandiform on www.skandiform.com

